A2B Case Study: TfL Asset Development
THE CLIENT
‘Asset Development’ is a department within Transport for
London (TfL); the most iconic and recognised public transport
brand in the world. Asset Development may not be so publicfacing – but it occupies a unique and crucial role. It is
responsible for managing a range of significant projects across
the TfL property estate.
Asset Development keeps stations up to scratch; for example,
the major Step-Free programme which installed lifts for disabled
passengers into stations. It conducts projects to maximise the
value of TfL’s enviable estate of retail space; recently
converting an area of dead space at Stratford station into a
revenue-generating retail unit in under 12 weeks. And it is the
key liaison point with developers for potentially lucrative oversite property opportunities.
In many of these roles, Asset Development is also a source of
income for the Underground, contributing to central funds
which serve to minimise costs to the fare-paying passenger.

THE CHALLENGE
From the above examples, it is clear that the
scope of Asset Development’s activities is very
broad. Projects vary in duration, budget,
manpower requirements and demand for
specialist skills.

changing remit with a consistently high degree of
professionalism and capability:


Handle a broad range of development
activities no matter from where they are
sourced

The unit also takes on work from many sources.
Historic project distribution means that Asset
Development has inherited a range of legacy
programmes, again all with their own resource
requirements. A further flow of new programmes
continues to emerge from other departments.



Prioritise and facilitate collaboration to make
the department visibly outward-facing and
responsive



Minimise the challenges of commercially highrisk work, e.g. property negotiations whose
outcomes would affect finances for several
years



Empower teams to achieve current objectives
and hone their skills for new challenges



Pull talented people together and build an inhouse best-practice project management
repository to drive projects towards completion

Take advantage of the full range of experience
within the team, London Underground and the
external market to solve business challenges

With team members also sourced from across the
organisation, Asset Development’s management
wanted to optimise the department’s operational
activities. By evolving best-practice commercial
approaches, the team could tackle its wide and

THE SOLUTION
Mark Henn, Head of Department at Asset Development
therefore commissioned A2B Excellence to implement
a Business Improvement Team (BIT) programme. BIT is a
professional development process pioneered by A2B
Excellence which brings team skills, a clear assessment
of challenges and objectives and best-practice
business processes to small groups. As an ongoing
process, BIT creates buy-in and momentum in a series
of phased ten-week engagements. The objectives
were to:


Engage the team with multiple different projects
and outcomes, particularly to identify where inhouse skills could be applied and shared



Encourage
and
simplify
cross-team
communication, breaking down silos to stimulate
collaboration



Match business skills with technical skills, so that
commercial work is as effectively executed as
operational work





Give the team the confidence to act as a smooth
and outward-facing conduit between property
professionals and broader opportunities within TfL

As with all A2B Excellence engagements, the BiT
process is also designed to allow participants to share
their expertise with colleagues across the organisation.

IN DEPTH
The BIT process has now run two ten-week cycles, in
which a diverse team of no more than eight members
meet weekly for a half-day session, followed up with
another half-day of actions. This maintains momentum
and a culture of collaboration whilst not intruding too
heavily on participants’ day-to-day obligations.
Each session is an opportunity to discuss objectives and
opportunities in an open forum – and to identify inhouse skills and work together for improved
productivity. But the process is uniquely self-scoping.
The opening sessions allow the team to identify
challenges for themselves, and then assess their true
root causes and collaborate on understanding the true
cost (and therefore opportunity) to the business.
The true barriers to success are rarely what was
expected or previously articulated; there is always an
opportunity to make progress; and the team then
creates a clear roadmap for action with quantifiable
impacts and benefits along the way.
BIT works because:


The group is removed from the constraints of
habitual practice



A2B experts contribute their experience from other
sectors



Everyone, irrespective of
empowered to contribute



When solutions are envisioned, they can be tested
and assessed in the group before being more
broadly applied.

role

or

seniority,

is

Unlike traditional consultancies which just present
models and roadmaps in isolation, A2B Excellence
provides the environment, structure and commercial
insight to empower teams to discover solutions for
themselves – solutions which are realistic and workable.
Then, through BIT, we remain engaged with the team
to validate, customise and embed those solutions until
they make a demonstrable contribution to the
organisation.

“Asset Development is a busy team, and the
demands placed on us are only going to increase.
We realised that improving engagement and
alignment would be by far the most cost-effective
way of meeting demand. Instead of recruiting or
moving people around, we’re uncovering latent skills
and giving our people the freedom to excel while still
having a clear idea of objectives each month.”

“You get the idea this is the sort of thing everyone
should be doing. It’s really easy to ‘do what we’ve
always done’, and this is a chance to ask questions in
a dedicated time and place – rather than getting
people by email or when they’re concentrating on
something else. It makes our own jobs easier, and
means we can tackle other interesting things in the
team, too.”

Mark Henn
Head of Department
TfL Asset Development

John Smith
BIT Participant

THE BENEFITS
The second ten-week Business Improvement Team
phase came to an end in July 2014. A third is already
planned, as BIT has been proven to be the ideal
medium for uncovering barriers to strategic
collaboration and then working positively and openly
on solutions. Today, BIT has achieved clear outcomes:


The team is empowered with best-practice
approaches which are being normalised into dayto-day processes



Collaboration is the norm, both across the team
and in its dealings with the wider TfL community.
The team is now an outward-facing conduit
between property professionals and broader
opportunities within TfL The unit now even has a
Business Interface Manager!



The team is highly capable and proactive in
handling multiple different projects.



The team is approaching problems – whether
operational, financial, strategic or technical - with
fresh eyes; initially helped by A2B’s external
perspective, but now with the insight of collective
experience.

WORK WITH A2B
At A2B, we significantly raise morale and engagement
in teams; today and for the duration of whole projects.
We generate step-changes in productivity, evidenced
by improved performance every day. We help people
at all levels to work together to get their projects over
the line, creating efficiency, productivity, and happier
workplaces.
Our model scales from twenty delegates to many
hundreds, and our team will make it their business to
tailor every aspect of each engagement to your
business: the contexts in which you work and the
challenges you face today.
We believe that any project is only as motivated as its
people – and the reasons for inertia are many.
Recognition, collaboration, authority, clarity and many
more factors are required to get the most out of your
team. We are only too pleased to help – see our
website or get in touch for more details.

#projectsarepeople
http://www.a2bexcellence.com/



Phase 3 will generate an actionable report of direct
anonymised feedback – and a process for
actioning it.

A2B Excellence has also brought some key
methodologies to the table. In particular, we have
encouraged the team to recognise that incremental
change – step-by-step improvement – is the only route
to truly transformational outcomes. The ten-week
structure allows us to demonstrate that even small and
seemingly insignificant changes over time can be
appreciated for the major achievements they
ultimately represent.
We have provided scheduling, reporting and other
back-office support to the group to allow these
incremental elements to flourish and to deliver an
auditable record of progress and value. The team is
now fully aligned with a strategic ambition rather than
having a transactional/service-based role; and is better
equipped apply its ample expertise more widely.

